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Noise and conversion properties of Y–Ba–Cu–O Josephson mixers
at operating temperatures above 20 K

Oliver Harnack,a) Marian Darula, Stephan Beuven, and Hermann Kohlstedt
Institute of Thin Film and Ion Technology, Research Center Ju¨lich, 52425 Ju¨lich, Germany

~Received 8 September 1999; accepted for publication 27 January 2000!

We have measured the noise performance and conversion efficiency of Y–Ba–Cu–O bicrystal
Josephson mixers at operating temperatures between 20 and 60 K and at operating frequencies
around 90 GHz. A double-sideband mixer noise temperature of about 1600 K and a conversion
efficiency of210 dB at 20 K operating temperature has been measured using the Y-factor method.
The absorbed local oscillator power was in the range of 10 nW. The dependence of the mixer
performance on the normalized frequencyV and the fluctuation parameterG has been studied. In
accordance with the resistively shunted junction model, the experimental data show the presence of
excess noise. The temperature dependence of the mixer noise temperature can be explained by the
variation of the linewidth of the Josephson oscillations with the operating temperature. ©2000
American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~00!00113-3#
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Mixers based on a single high-temperature superc
ductor ~HTS! Josephson junction recently became attract
devices for receiver applications in long-term remote-sens
satellite missions. Low-noise operation utilizing the ac J
sephson effect in the THz frequency range is expecte
temperatures well above 10 K because of the large band
of HTS superconductor materials. Additionally, the Jose
son mixer requires only low local oscillator~LO! power lev-
els on the order of several nanowatts, which can be con
ered to be a major advantage over Schottky diode mix
Josephson mixers based on several different HTS junc
technologies were reported for millimeter and submillime
wave mixing.1–3 Grossmanet al. reported on mixing experi-
ments at 30 THz using YBa2Cu3O72d ~YBCO! super-
conductor–normal–superconductor Josephson junctio1

The mixer noise temperatureTM , the figure of merit of any
mixer device, of 1200 K atT54.2 K has been measure
using a YBCO step-edge Josephson junction at 345 GH2

Tarasovet al. have measured mixer noise temperatures
1200 K at 430 GHz and 1100 K at 546 GHz andT54.2 K
using a YBCO bicrystal junction~BCJ!.3 However, the mixer
noise performance at operating temperatures higher than
K is still unclear. The determination of the temperature d
pendence of the device noise is important for the identifi
tion of noise mechanisms that limit the mixer performan
The aim of our work was to measure the mixer noise per
mance of BCJs at operating temperatures above 20 K an
compare the experimental data with predictions by the re
tively shunted junction~RSJ! model.

As shown in earlier studies, the Josephson mixer suf
from excess noise, which is believed to be self-generated
to the ac Josephson effect.4,5 The mixer noise temperature
expected to exceed the thermal noise limit by several fact
After the RSJ model, the mixer noise depends on the fl
tuation parameter, which is defined byG52ekBT/\I C , the
ratio of the thermal energykBT to the Josephson couplin
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energyI C\/2e, whereI C is the critical current of the Joseph
son junction. Although the mixer noise can be assumed
exhibit no frequency dependence as long as the opera
frequency does not exceed the gap frequency andh f
!kBT, the overall mixer performance is strongly frequen
dependent, since the conversion efficiencyh scales with the
normalized frequencyV, where V5vLO /vC , vLO is the
LO frequency, andvC52eICRN /\ is the characteristic fre-
quency. In fact,vC is limited by the characteristic voltag
VC5I CRN , whereRN is the normal resistance of the Josep
son junction. Assuming that the mixer is well matched to t
radio frequency~rf! input and intermediate frequency~IF!
output, the conversion efficiency of the Josephson mixe
given byh5RD /RS(]I C /]I LO),6 whereRD is the differen-
tial resistance in the bias point andRS is the rf resistance. A
simple estimation shows thath is roughly h>RD3RS

21

3V22 for V.1.4 Therefore, the overall mixer performanc
deteriorates as the square of the frequency for frequen
greater than the characteristic frequency. Based on
model calculations, Schoelkopfet al. predicted a minimum
double-side band~DSB! mixer noise temperature ofTM

520 T for V50.5, assumingG50.015.4 Likharev and
Migulin calculated a minimum noise temperature ofTM

510.5•TV2 for normalized frequenciesV.1, andTM56 T
for vLO equal to 0.3vC (V51).5 However, these models d
not include any additional noise sources like noise gene
tion by carrier transport mechanisms, and therefore th
predictions certainly overestimate the Josephson mixer
formance.

In order to study the HTS Josephson mixer performan
W-band waveguide devices based on BCJs were fabric
on 24° MgO bicrystal substrates (e r59.6). The pulsed lase
deposition method was used to grow 50–100 nm th
YBCO films. In situ dc sputtering was applied to cover th
superconductor films by a thin layer of gold. We used st
dard photolithographic processes and ion beam etching
define the junction and the bow-tie antenna structure.
nally, the junctions were passivated by evaporating a t
SiOx layer on top of the structure. The rf measurement se
il:
4 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
 license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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consists of a mixer block with two mechanical tuners
80–120 GHz, assembled inside a bath cryostat. For vari
temperature measurements, the block was thermally isol
from the cold plate and attached to a resistive heater. Bo
Martin–Puppett diplexer or a beam splitter were used
combine the signal and the LO signal. The IF signal w
amplified by a room-temperature amplifier at 1.4 GHz, h
ing a gain of 65 dB. The noise temperature of the IF ch
(TIF'130 K! was calibrated by using a heated 50V load as
an adjustable thermal noise source. For the receiver n
temperature measurements 300 and 77 K absorber l
were used as radiation sources at the receiver input and
the related IF output power levels the receiver noise temp
tureTR was calculated~Y-factor method!. The LO level and
the tuner positions were adjusted to get a minimum rece
noise temperature.

For our devices the lowest receiver noise temperatur
T520 K was about 2900 K~Fig. 1!. I C andRN were in the
range of 50mA and 14V, respectively. The best conversio
efficiencyh, not corrected for the IF impedance mismatc
was approximately210 dB. An IF noise contribution of
TIF3h21'1300 K yields a mixer noise temperature
about 1600 K, which is about four times higher than p
dicted by Ref. 4 and about 13 times higher than predicted
Ref. 5. For the measuredI C at 20 KG was about 0.01 in this
experiment~the RSJ simulations in Ref. 4 were made und
the same condition!. Also, the normalized frequency of thi
device at 90 GHz was'0.25, indicating that the estimatio
of Ref. 4 for the mixer noise temperature should apply he
A rf receiver noise bandwidth of about 3 GHz around
GHz was measured using the same device as in experim
reported earlier.7 This fact proves that both sidebands (
61.4 GHz! were effectively terminated by the absorber loa
hence the mixer operates in DSB mode. A coupled
power of about 10 nW was roughly estimated from the
quired suppression of the critical current.8 Figure 1 shows
the measured receiver noise temperatures and the conve
efficiency at different bias points atT520 K as a function of
the bias voltage. Since the conversion efficiency is prop
tional to RD the mixer performance deteriorates at the S
piro steps whereRD is small. As shown in Fig. 1 the bes
mixer performance can be obtained at bias points in

FIG. 1. DSB receiver noise and DSB conversion efficiency at different b
points. The LO frequency was 90 GHz and the operating temperature
20 K. The best mixer performance can be obtained at bias points betw
the Shapiro steps.
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middle between the Shapiro steps where the conversio
also most efficient.

For measurements at different operating temperatu
the mixer block was heated and temperature stabilized,
the LO power level was adjusted for best noise tempera
at each temperature. Figure 2 displays the measured de
dence ofTM andh on the operating temperature between
and 55 K.TM increases approximately with a rate of 50
per Kelvin of operating temperature in the temperature ra
from 20 to 35 K, then increases dramatically atT.45 K. h
decreases as the operating temperature is increased bec
~a! RD decreases@less rounding of the current–voltage cha
acteristics~I-VC!# along with the fluctuation parameterG
and~b! V increases asI C decreases along with the temper
ture. Our data give a power law dependence ofh;V21.5 at
temperatures lower than 40 K and ah;V22.5 dependence a
temperatures above. We do not observe the predicteh
;V22 dependence throughout the whole temperature ran
since the conditionV.1 is not fulfilled atT,40 K for the
measured device. The increase ofG additionally reduces the
conversion efficiency at high temperatures.

Figure 3 shows the dependence of the mixer noise t
perature onG deduced from the measured data. The d

s
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en

FIG. 2. Dependence of the DSB mixer noise temperature and DSB con
sion efficiency on the operating temperature for a BCJ mixer. The LO
quency was 90 GHz.

FIG. 3. Dependence of the mixer noise temperature on the fluctuation
rameterG. ForG.431022 the dependence ofTM on G is stronger than for
G,431022.
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points can be separated into two regimes where theTM(G)
dependence exhibits two different slopes. As shown in Fig
the fits indicate a weaker dependence of the mixer no
temperature onG in the rangeG,431022 and a transition
to a stronger dependence in the rangeG.431022. This
dependence suggests that a temperature-independent
contribution starts to dominate the mixer noise at low op
ating temperatures. Moreover, the observedTM(G) depen-
dence supports the assumption that internal oscillation
the ac Josephson effect are the main source of excess
in a Josephson mixer. The linewidth of these oscillations
proportional to the low-frequency voltage spectral densitySv
of fluctuations, which isSv;RD

2 kBT in the case of Johnso
noise associated with the normal resistance. At very la
fluctuations~high operating temperatures,G'1), the nonlin-
earity in the I-VC is destroyed andRD approaches the
normal-state resistance. For 1.G.431022, the nonlinear-
ity is still weak in comparison with the Johnson noise and
noise temperature varies linearly withG. As G is further
reduced by decreasing the temperature,RD increases, which
keeps the linewidth large, even as the input Johnson n
fluctuation level decreases. As known from simulations,
this range of large differential resistance the Josephson
cillations are very broad and incoherent.4 Therefore, the
noise at low frequencies and at the rf sidebands is domin
by the Josephson fluctuations. Since the total power in th
oscillations does not depend on the level of thermal fluct
tions ~but on I C and RN), the noise of the mixer is les
dependent onG in this particular range. However, as RS
model simulations showed at much lower values ofG, e.g.,
in the range below 1023, the linewidth decreases effective
with decreasing thermal fluctuations. Since a narrow li
width contributes less power to the sidebands of the mix
the amount of noise is reduced and the mixer performanc
raised.4 ~However, the rangeG,1023 was not accessible in
our experiments because of the junction parameters at
temperatures!.

As shown in Fig. 4 the normalized mixer noise tempe
ture TM8 , which is the mixer noise temperature divided
the operation temperature, does not depend linearly on
operating temperature, but exhibits a flat minimum arou
30 K. Below 30 K, a further decrease of the operating te
perature gives a higherTM8 . The temperature dependence
the mixer output noise inferred fromTM multiplied by h is
also plotted in Fig. 4. As expected, the output noise
creases as the mixer performance deteriorates at high o
ating temperatures and nearly reaches the thermal noise
at around 60 K. In summary, theTM8 (T) dependence and th
measured features of theTM(G) dependence can be attrib
uted to a temperature-independent noise mechanism as
ated with the internal Josephson oscillations. The dev
noise is obviously dominated by the temperatu
independent excess noise at low temperatures, rather tha
Downloaded 15 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject to AIP
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the underlying thermal noise. The origin of the disagreem
in the experimental data and the theoretical predictions
the mixer noise remains unclear. Fluctuations generated
carrier transport through localized states9 and multiple An-
dreev reflections via defects in the grain boundary barrie
HTS junctions3 are believed to significantly increase the low
frequency voltage noise~i.e., for the linewidth of the Joseph
son oscillations to be raised!. Further studies are necessary
order to understand these contributions to the HTS Jose
son mixer noise in detail.
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